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I The European landscape



SSH: the ‘long tail’ of scholarly communication

Cultural diversity

Linguistic diversity

Small size of players

Low technical skills and resources

Lack of information in the market

Very soft type of coordination between 
players



Diversity or fragmentation?



Diversity/Fragmentation of tools and technologies



Diversity/Fragmentation of languages



Diversity/Fragmentation of players



II OPERAS proposition:
From fragmentation to Diversity through 

Coordination



A Distributed research infrastructure
Engaging researchers and publishers in a 
sustainable open scholarly communication 
model

Streamline the scholarly communication 
landscape with an adapted service offering

Developing innovation, multidisciplinarity and 
multilingualism

Renew relationship between science and 
society



OPERAS value proposition: a federated 
scholarly communication service for the SSH 
researchers in Europe



Integrating scholarly communication in the 
research workflow



Integrating scholarly communication in the 
research workflow



500 000
Researchers impacted in Europe



OPERAS benefits to the whole ecosystem



4 services
1. Discovery
2. Certification
3. Metrics
4. Research for society



Discovery Platform
A European discovery platform for SSH resources
- Increasing  the access, reuse of SSH data, profiles 

and projects by providing a co-designed adaptive 
solution to connect together researchers, 
resources and society

- Based on Isidore service developed by Huma-Num 
(CNRS)

- Developed in project H2020 TRIPLE (2019-2023) 



Certification



Metrics







Research for Society service
An integrated and innovative framework to host, 
support and develop Citizen Science practices in the 
SSH
- Providing collaborative tools through a specific virtual 

ecosystem
- Targeting the funding streams needed to dramatically 

expand Citizen Science in the SSH
- Providing support and training to achieve public 

engagement in the SSH by mutual learning
- Producing knowledge on Citizen Science co-creation 

practices in the SSH



III OPERAS community



Core Group

OpenEdition - Huma-Num

Max Weber Stiftung

Torino University

Zadar University

Coimbra University

Oapen Stichting

IBL-PAN

JISC

EKT
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OPERAS future entity and its stakeholders



OPERAS governance



Advocacy 
Best Practices
Common 
Standards
Multilingualism

Open Access Business Model
Platforms and Services
Tools,  Research and development

Working groups



Each group is coordinated by an OPERAS core member 

http://operas.hypotheses.org/partners


Interested? Here’s what you can do



Participate to one of our current projects



1. Be ready to participate to next OPERAS 
events (stay tuned)

Athens 2018 - Elpub2019 - Brussels 2020
Operas-eu.org - @operaseu 



2. Join OPERAS as new member
jadranka.stojanovski@irb.hr 

pierre.mounier@openedition.org



3. Join one of the working groups to prepare for 
future collaborative projects

https://operas.hypotheses.org/aboutoperas/working-groups



4. Join one of the larger initiatives we support



Thank You!
pierre.mounier@openedition.org
paulin.ribbe@openedition.org 
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